Abstract. Instructions written in human-language cause no perception problems for humans, but become a challenge when translating them into robot executable format. This complex translation process covers different phases, including instruction completion by adding obligatory information that is not explicitly given in humanoriented instructions. Robot action ontology is a common source of such additional information, and it is normally structured around a limited number of verbs, denoting robot specific action categories, each of them characterized by a certain action environment. Semi-manual action ontology building procedures are normally based on domain-specific human-language text mining, and one of the problems to be solved is the assignment of action categories for the obtained verbs. Verbs in English language are very polysemous, therefore action category, referring to different robot capabilities, can be determined only after comprehensive analysis of the verb's context. The task we solve is formulated as the text classification task, where action categories are treated as classes, and appropriate verb contextas classification instances. Since all classes are clearly defined, supervised machine learning paradigm is the best selection to tackle this problem.
Introduction
"Start conveyor. Pick-up a rotor cap from conveyor and place it on fixture mounted on robot platform. Pick-up until fixture is full or conveyor is empty. Stop conveyor." -a factual piece of text extracted from the instruction sheet (or manual). It does not cause any perception problems for humans, but becomes a challenge when translating into a robot executable format. A robot able to "understand" and utilize human-language instructions has to be equipped with a number of different capabilities. Firstly, a vision function should help to recognize and locate relevant objects such as "conveyor", "rotor cap", "fixture" or "robot platform" in the environment; physical abilities -in particular, movements of hand, grabbing, lifting or putting-to perform different actions. Besides, robot has to perform reasoning: e.g. solve anaphora resolutions problems (by replacing pronouns with appropriate nouns where needed: e.g. "it"  "rotor cap"); transform complex actions into the chain of simple executable ones (e.g. "pick-up"  "hand move to object", "grab", "lift"); to understand how exactly each simple action has to be performed (because "pen", "cup", "balloon" or "rotor cap" should be grabbed with the different power and finger positions). Moreover, some actions require additional tools (e.g. "cut an apple" action requires a "knife" which is not directly mentioned in the instruction) or decoding of hidden meaning about their repetitiveness (e.g. "slice and apple", "dice an apple" are repetitive actions, but the number of repetitions is not known in advance). Last-mentioned ones can be performed only if have necessary links to world-knowledge in terms of ontologies and databases.
Indeed the process from robot "reading an instruction" to robot "executing an instruction" must pass many different phases and each of those phases requires deeper research analysis. In this research we focus on one of those phases, namely on instruction completion by adding action-specific information that is not explicitly given in human-oriented instructions. Automation of the robot instruction completion phase is often related to the use of specific action ontology, describing active environment for possible robot actions [20] , [11] . A robot action is normally structured around a limited number of action categories, and each action verb that is included in the ontology has to be associated with an appropriate action category. Domain-specific texts Semi-manual action ontology building procedures are normally based on domain-specific human-language text mining, and one of the problems to be solved is the assignment of action categories for the obtained verbs. In this research we focus on determining the action category for action verbs, obtained in the process of domain-specific text mining. The problem is that verbs are highly polysemous in the English language, e.g. "hold on" in "hold on tightly" means "to grasp", but in "hold on a minute" -"to wait"; "mix up" in "mix up tenses" means "confuse", but in "mix up two kinds of nuts in a bowl" -"to blend", etc. Since our robot can perform actions only aware of their categories (5 action categories used in the research were: handling action, hand-only action, null action, pick-and-place action, unrecognized action), disambiguation problem can be considered as action categorization problem. Therefore, due to our previous examples "hold on" could be either attached to pickand-place or null action; "mix up" -either to unrecognized or handling action. As we can notice from these examples the context surrounding each verb is crucial for determining its action category. Consequentially, from Computational Linguistics perspective our solving task can be formulated as text classification task where classes are action categories and classification instances -the context around the analyzed verb.
Related work
The task that we solve in our paper is very specific, formulated within the frame of the project ACAT 1 ; therefore we could not find any research works tackling exactly the same problem as we do. However, the task that we attempting to solve in this paper can be discussed from two different perspectives: i.e. text classification (task of assigning 1 The goal of the ACAT project is to provide machines (robots) with this type of tacit information and to generate internal knowledge about individual task by way of creating and storing all required action information into so-called "Action Categories" (http://www.acat-project.eu/). predefined categories to unknown text documents) and verb sense disambiguation (task of assigning a sense to a verb given its context).
Both text classification and verb sense disambiguation tasks can be solved using two different approaches -i.e. rule-based and machine learning. Rule-based methods require human-experts for manual construction of appropriate patterns (i.e. rules) capable to take text classification or verb sense disambiguation decisions. Unfortunately rule-based methods not only require a lot of human work, but also are hardly adjustable to the new domains or applications. Due to this reason machine learning gained a lot of interest and remained the dominant paradigm till nowadays. Machine learning does not require manual construction of rules, because rules (defined as a model) are built automatically by observing and generalizing the characteristics of a given text.
Since all categories (action categories in our case) are known in advance; moreover, instances belonging to those categories will also be available, the area of possible machine learning methods can be narrowed down focusing on the supervised machine learning techniques only (for a review see [13] ). One of the earliest comparative works on text classification using supervised machine learning methods revealed that Support Vector Machines (SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) are top-notch classifiers, compared to Decision Trees (DT) or Naïve Bayes (NB) [8] . Dumais et al. [5] also demonstrated the superiority of SVM over DT and NB. Later SVM method was chosen by many researchers even without any consideration and became the most popular technique for classifying the texts not only for English, but for many other languages. Despite the domination of SVM, Bayesian methods maintained their popularity and are often selected as the baselines. It is necessary to mention that NB with a multinomial model (NBM) is more often selected instead of a simple NB with Bernoulli model, because NBM performs obviously better on the larger feature sets [14] . Moreover, some researchers report that NBM can even outperform popular SVM [16] .
However not only the machine learning method itself, but the feature type is the most crucial problem in every text classification task. The most common approach for English remains simple bag-of-words (set of words) interpretation, which is also very accurate (e.g. demonstrated by Pang et al. [17] ) that can even outperform other more sophisticated feature types based on token or character n-grams, lemmas, stems, etc. For the detailed description of text classification methods see [18] , for the recent works [12] . Text classification was heavily researched on English in the past; current trends more focus on the morphologically complex or resource-scarce languages.
Verb sense disambiguation based on the supervised machine learning approaches is a very similar task to the text (topic, sentiment) classification; the main difference is in the interpretation of classification instances and in the used feature types. Instead of entire text, only snippets of it, -in particular, sentences, verb with its context, verb with its modifiers, etc. -are extracted and analyzed. Besides, instead of only lexical, morphological or symbolic features (which are typical in the text classification tasks), different types of semantic features are often exploited (e.g. generalized features using three types of word representations [9] , Dynamic Dependency Neighbors, where for a given noun, verbs are retrieved taking that noun as an object form the dependencyparsed corpus [4] , etc.). Besides, such feature types as bag-of-synsets (set of synonyms) based on external resources (e.g WordNet [6] ), or left/right-word features, memorizing words position next to the verb in the text (e.g. [22] ) are also often included.
Our task by its nature is a bit closer to text classification. Consequentially, this work will be our first attempt at finding a good method for classifying verbs by their context into action categories.
Action ontology in robotic
The concept of action is described in many fields of computer science -it can be introduced as a part of knowledge-based system, lexical (e.g. WordNet, VerbNet) or ontological (OpenCyc, SUMO) resource. It can be classified into lexical aspectual classes: activity, state, accomplishment and achievement [19] . Actions can be interpreted as functions, which transform one environment state into another environment state. Preconditions and effects restrict the change of initial and final states. While action changes a feature-value of an object and the value of a role or relation, the two general forms of action concept can be defined: change-feature-value and change-role-value [10] . In this case, we can define an action environment as a set of action objects in a certain state, which can be described by properties (e.g. size, weight, material, location in the certain reference system) and relation between action object (roles of objects).
Each robot has a limited number of actions it can execute. The action ontology should be based on those actions and it should add related actions and action environment information in the process of ontology growing. Our action ontology for robotic scenarios has a predefined structure ( Fig. 1) , which is based on an assumption that all robotic actions can be divided into several sequential steps. When presenting the sequence of these steps, the same action primitives are always used: no-act, locate, grasp, pick up and put down. Fig. 1 presents the conceptual model of a textbased ontology used in our robotic experiments. The presented action ontology model assigns an appropriate action synset for each action as well as action details required for execution that can be obtained from textual sources. The action synset contains verbs, having the same sense.
Each action can be parameterized with modifiers, which can affect action execution speed (e.g. wash slowly, wash quickly), method (e.g. wash carefully, wash safely), repeating sequence (e.g. wash once, wash twice, wash repeatedly, wash again) or the sequence of steps (e.g. wash first, wash then). This information is included as action properties. Each action class has the following set of environment elements: objects, tools, time span, location, object materials, etc. (Fig. 1) .
By choosing different robot action scenarios, we have described several action categories, which can be used in action ontology: null-actions, homing actions, hand-only actions, handling actions, tools actions, tools actions with movement and pick and place actions.
Null-action category contains actions suspending robot processes until some other robot or non-robot process completes. This action class is associated with the processes execution time, described by time units (e.g. wait for 10 minutes), by abstract definition of the process completion (e.g. wait till centrifugation completes) or the state of involved action objects (e.g. wait until incubator is dry). Null-actions always contain just one primitive no-act.
Homing class contains actions for moving the robot to a predefined home position. This class is relevant to the movement trajectory class, which describes movement of robot arm/hand or a whole robot.
Hand-only category includes actions that are executed with robot arm/hand and single target object (e.g. press the button, open centrifuge). The primitive steps of this category are: locate target object, act at target.
The difference between hand-only and handling actions is related with the action object position -if a hand-only action affects target object just by touching it, a handling action involves source object, which has to be taken by a robot hand (e.g. shake the tube) for some period of time. Handling action primitives are: locate source object, pick up object, act, put down object.
Actions with primary tools (e.g. stir with a spoon) are categorized into the tool actions category. The description of such actions contains common verb and tool objects (e.g. wash with a sponge) and specific tool-oriented verbs (e.g. screw (with screwdriver), hammer (with hammer)). Tool action primitives are: locate tool, pick up tool, locate target object, act at target object, remove and put down tool.
The action category Tools with movement includes actions with transmissions, gears or motors (e.g. mix with mixer). Primitives of this action class are: locate tool, pick up tool, locate target object, act on source with motor, remove and put down tools.
Handling and tools (+ with movement) actions are grouped into the pick and place action category. It While defining tools actions and tools actions with movement can be easily done based on action object recognition, it is necessary to involve action classification algorithms for associating actions into the remaining predefined other action categories. In our experiments, we used only these actions categories, which do not include tools specification and cannot be recognized with particular tool-based patterns recognition. All relevant results describe these action categories: handling actions, hand-only actions, null actions, pick and place actions and unrecognized actions (see Table 1 ).
Dataset for action classification
A domain-specific corpus containing chemical laboratory texts was used for our experiments. The corpus texts describe chemistry laboratory experiments, basic rules, instruments and techniques. The texts that were crawled from the Internet, were subject to boilerplate removal (undesired content, such as HTML tags, scripts, styles advertisements, etc., removed) and filtering (corpus contains only texts, longer than 1600 symbols). The overall size of this experimental chemistry lab corpus (further referred to as the CHEMLAB corpus) is 3,821,073 running words. Collected texts were morphological annotated and lemmatized using Stanford University NLP tools for English language (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/).
The dataset for action classification experiment consists of 100 most frequent actions of the CHEMLAB corpus.
The fact that entire corpus contains 5,079 different lemmatized verbs where almost 36% (i.e. 1,825 words) appeared only once (such as platinize or favorise) led us to a decision not to analyze the verbs themselves, but better to zoom into their context. 111 most frequent verbs 2 , which tend to be monosemous, were selected for the further experiments and were manually labeled with one of 5 action categories (see Table 1 ).
After labeling with the action categories, the pure context (not cleaned, not lemmatized) around each of these verbs (in Table 1 ) was extracted; the verb itself was eliminated, thus forming a new text document. The arbitrary selected primary window width for the context extraction was 200 symbols (including whitespaces) to both sides of the analyzed verb. The context window could be slightly increased so that the word at the left-most or right-most edge would be totally covered and included.
As we can see from Table 1 , unrecognized action category is strongly dominated over the rest ones. To avoid the distortion of results, our dataset was balanced by randomly selecting 1,500 text documents for each action category (except for null action category, because only 546 cases were found in the 2 Phrasal verbs were not considered. entire corpus). See Table 2 for more detailed statistics about the created dataset. 
Methodology

Formal description of the task
The mathematical formulation of the verb context classification task, that we are attempting to solve, is given below.
Let dD be a text document, belonging to a document space D. Each document contains verb context except verb itself, whose action category has to be determined.
Let C be a finite set of classes (action categories):
C={c1, c2, …, cN}.
In our case 2 < N=5 << , thus we have multiclass classification problem.
Let D L be a training set, containing instances Ii.e. document feature vectors d (where d corresponds to document d) with their appropriate class labels: I=d, c. We selected only the verbs which tend to be monosemous, thus we have single-labeled instances only: i.e. the text document d cannot be attached to more than one class c. 
Experimental setup
The main purpose of this research is to prove experimentally that verbs can be effectively classified into action categories by their context. The classification results will be considered reasonable, if achieved accuracy will outperform random (  Succession of n characters including spaces and punctuation marks. We investigated sliding window of n  [3; 7] . E.g. if n=5 phrase "verb context" would be split into "verb_", "erb_c", "rb_co", "b_con", "_cont", "conte", "ontex", "ntext". Lexical Bag-of-words (bow) N-grams (interpolation of n from 1 up to 3) based on word tokens. E.g. if n=1 "verb context classification" would be transformed into single words "verb", "context", "classification"; if n=2 it would be transformed into singe words plus pairs of words "verb context", "context classification"; if n=3 it would be transformed into single, pairs of words plus triplets of words "verb context classification". Lemmas (lem) N-grams (interpolation of n from 1 up to 3) based on word lemmas. All texts were lemmatized beforehand. Lemmatization transformed words into their main form, does not changing part-of-speech tag, e.g. "better"  "good", etc. Stems (stem) N-grams (interpolation of n from 1 up to 3) based on word stems. All texts were stemmed beforehand. Stemming reduced inflected words to their stem: e.g. N-grams (interpolation of n from 1 up to 3) based on aggregated features which involved concatenated lexical and syntactic information. E.g. "filtration_NN" is an example of lempos feature, where "filtration" is a word lemma and "NN" is a partof-speech tag for determining singular nouns.
probability of class ci). For the dataset described in Section 3 calculated random baseline is 0.2170 and majority baseline is 0.2291.
Besides we wanted to determine how the results are affected by the different window widths and directions. Therefore we experimentally investigated context window widths of 15, 20, 25, 50, 100 and 200 symbols and directions of context to the both/left/right side(s) of the verb.
Since an appropriately selected feature type is the keystone of any text classification method, we investigated 26 different feature types (see the summary in Table 3 ) to find out which one gives the best results.
Before starting the experiments, we formulated two hypotheses.
Our first hypothesis states that a context on the right of the verb should be more informative, because, typically, in the instructions verbs go in the imperative mood, e.g. "do something", "do something with", etc. The laconic instruction language and rigid word-order in the English sentences allows us to expect reasonable narrow windows (covering 3-5 words) to be much more effective compared to the longer ones.
Our second hypothesis states that English language should benefit the most from the lexical features, but we still do not expect stemming and lemmatization to give much boost in accuracy: English language is not very highly inflective; moreover, inflections contain some extra information which also might be important.
Classification methods
We attempt to find a method  which could create the model  the best approximating  (see Section 4.1, formula (2)). For this reason, two supervised machine learning approaches-in particular, Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM) [2] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] -were selected and experimentally investigated.
NBM method is often selected for the text classification tasks mostly due its simplicity: Naïve Bayes assumption about the feature independence allows parameters of each feature to be learned separately. This method performs especially well when the number of features having equal significance is large; is very fast and does not require huge data storage resources. Besides, this Bayesian method is often selected as the baseline approach.
SVM was selected because it is the most popular technique for text classification, which can effectively cope with high dimensional feature spaces (e.g. 20,294 word features in our dataset (see Table 2 )); sparseness of the feature vectors (e.g. among 20,294, each instance would have only ~3.1 non-zero word feature values); and instances do not sharing any common features (common for short texts, e.g. average length of instance in our dataset is ~71.0 words). Besides, SVM does not perform aggressive feature selection which may result in a loss of information.
In our experiments we used NBM and SMO for SVM implementations in WEKA ( [7] ) machine learning toolkit, version 3.6. All parameters were set to their default values, except for SVM: the parameters of SVM were tuned, giving the best results with the polynomial kernel.
Results
Our initial experiments involved investigation of different window widths (15, 20, 25 , 50, 100, and 200, still including words on the edge) and directions (both/left/right) (see Fig. 2 for results with NBM and Fig. 3 for results with SVM) using the bag-of-words (bow) as the feature type. All experiments were performed with 10-fold cross-validation [21] ). For the results evaluation we used accuracy and micro/macro F-score metrics. To investigate the influence of the feature types, we kept window width and direction parameters stable. However, instead of investigating the best, we investigated three derived datasets: the best obtained with the context to the both sides (Both-15: window width = 15 and direction = both), with the context on the left (Left-200: window width = 200 and direction = left) and on the right (Right-25: window width = 25 and direction = right) contexts. For detailed statistics about derived datasets see Table 4 . For the classification results with NBM see Table 5 ; with SVM see Table 6 . 
Discussion
Due to the fact that all obtained results were above random and majority baselines, we can state that the proposed method is effective and can be used to determine action categories from the verb context.
In line with the dataset described in Section 3, we also built a very small one, containing only 500 instances for each action category (the dataset was composed using the same principles as the first one). We performed the same control experiments with this small dataset as with the larger one. It was done to ascertain if the findings generalize over both datasets, meaning that they are not accidental.
Thus, despite the size of the dataset, our first hypothesis was confirmed: i.e. the context on the right was the most informative and gave the biggest boost in accuracy compared to the context on the left or lying in both directions (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) . The assumption that the best results should be obtained with a relatively small window was confirmed as well: the best results were obtained with 25 symbols (~5 words) only using bag-of-words as features. Besides, SVM gave much better results with smaller window widths and was capable to outperform NBM.
In our further experiments we investigated the effectiveness of the token feature types. Overall, the best n seems to be equal to 1, n=2 often slightly boosts the accuracy, but n=3 -usually degrades the performance. We performed McNemar test [15] to see if the differences are statistically significant. Despite the fact that differences are not statistically significant between different lexical feature types, bag-of-words can be considered as marginally the best feature type. Hence, our assumption that English language does not benefit from lemmatization or stemming was confirmed as well. Not surprisingly, part-of-speech tags give the overall worst classification results, and, correspondingly, do not help to solve disambiguation problems. The context around e.g. "turned into" in "liquid turned into gold" and "robot turned into conveyor" has absolutely the same part-of-speech tags and it is a bit confusing. For this reason, lexical features used in concatenation with part-of-speech tags give slightly worse results compared with the lexical features used alone. Character n-grams represent the second worst feature type. All these findings allow us to conclude that words alone in the form as they appear in the text are the most informative for solving verb disambiguation problem from the text context.
Conclusions and future work
We have formulated and experimentally confirmed two hypotheses:
 The context on the right of the verb is the most informative for determining its action category.
The most informative context is in a window of 25 symbols.
 The most accurate feature type is bag-of-words interpretation, thus lemmatization or stemming does not give obvious improvements in accuracy.
The best results are obtained with SVM method using bag-of-words as features. The results boost random and majority baselines more than 37% and achieve 60% of accuracy.
The obtained results are promising and motivate us to continue on trying to increase classification accuracy even more. These solutions could probably be found after comprehensive error analysis. Besides, we are planning to expand the set of verbs by including phrasal verbs and not binding to the monosemous words only. But this will definitely require manually annotated data. 
